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Apartments with one bedroom in Royal Sun

Offer №: 
255

Price: 
44832 €

Area: 
75 м²

Price per m²: 
600 €

District: 
Burgas

Place: 
Sunny Beach

Type of property: 
Studio
One-bedroom apartment
Two-bedroom apartment

Form of property: 
From the builder (new construction)

Floor: 
2 floor

Number of bedrooms: 
1

Number of toilets/bathrooms: 
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1

Furnishings: 
Partially furnished

Distance to the airport: 
20-30 km

Distance to the sea: 
300 - 800 meters

Elevator: 
Ok

Equipment: 
air conditioning
boiler

Financing and management: 
rental
management company

Heating: 
air conditioning
electricity heating

Leisure and infrastructure: 
barbecue area
café
closed territory
park
parking
pool
rest zone
security
bus stop
restaurant / bar
grocery store

Plans and spaces: 
balcony

Location: 
in the seaside resort
near the sea
next to the sea

Property for: 
Year-round living

Special recommendations: 
gated communities
luxury properties

View: 
pool view



Maintenance fee: 
12

Текст объявления: 

You can find terrific opportunities for tourism and rest in the resort complex Sunny Beach. There are
many cafes, restaurants, and night bars here. Concerts, discoes, and parties with well-known singers are
regularly held for people of different ages – youth and elderly.

A gorgeous sandy beach several kilometers long enchants taking a sunbath or doing water sports. For
active lifestyle fans, there are bike alleys, tennis fields and gyms.

All these opportunities and entertainment are at service of the owners of property in Royal Sun. The nice,
well-cared complex is located one kilometer from the central part of Sunny Beach. Close to it, there are
grocery and souvenir shops, restaurants, entertainment centers, and bars.

Royal Sun is situated on the second sea line. It will take just a 10 minute walk to get to the beach
with fine golden sand. A bar, a restaurant, one pool for children and two for adults, a currency
exchange office, and a grocery store are available for buyers of apartments in Royal Sun. Here, you can
enjoy yourself in the SPA-center, gym and beauty salon.

You can buy one of two similar one-bedroom apartments in Royal Sun. Each is as large as 75 sq.
m. The property price is Euro 44.832. Both apartments have views of a pool and a comfortable
location. While relaxing inside, you can watch the children playing on the playground and by the pool.

There are other studios and apartments with two bedrooms for sale in Royal Sun.
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